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MAKE SPARKS

Fresh faced David — son
of veteran Scots entertainer
and
panto
star
Allan
Stewart — is the guitarist
in the chart-topper’s band.

But now he’s releasing his
own saucy songs, which reveal
what goes on off-stage and
back at the hotel with sex-mad
groupies.
He’s seen it all in the short
time he’s been with rapper
Example — real name Elliot
Gleave.
David said: “The concept of
the songs are bedroom driven.
“It’s all very much my experience with Elliot over the past
couple of years on tour.
“I’ve been concentrating on
being single and enjoying the
attention from the females.
“It’s been great to put that
down in music and let people
hear what I’ve been doing, without being too gratuitous.
“I’m part of the best live act
in the country, a man who’s
grown from doing little tours to
200 people to now doing a headline arena tour.
“It’s been amazing to see his
growth and how it all works.
“That’s been the main thing,

By CHRIS SWEENEY

The Weeknd both did the same.
I was a bit confused why no
one had done it in the UK.
“This isn’t a money-making
project, the money is a lot
further down the line.”
But David is canny enough to
have got some big-name pals
involved.
Along with Example, Ed
Sheeran, Wretch 32 and Yasmin
all feature on the mix tape.
He added: “All of them have
toured with us as support acts.
“It’s all been very natural, it’s
not like a record label telling
these artists that they need to
do this, it’s not contrived.
“They are all friends of mine,
I wouldn’t really want to work
with anyone who wasn’t a
friend as you don’t get
that connection.
“Money isn’t the thing I need
“With Elliot, I had
right now, this whole project
the beat and we sat on
was to build the fanbase and
the tour bus writing
get the major labels intermy verse. Then it went
ested so we get the deal we
back and forth later on
wanted.
as he was in Australia.
“Artists
have
“Ed asked me to
done
a
similar
write his verse as he’s
thing in America,
been so busy.
like Drake.
“Then I went over to
“He started by
his house in London
putting out a free
and we recorded it in
mix tape which
his kitchen.
really shot him
“With Wretch, I sent
to
the
top
it through to him all
because it was
quality
and
finished without his
sounded like
part on it, he came
A
GOOD
an album.
back a few days
EXAMPLE . . .
“ F r a n k
before the deadline
top act Elliot
Ocean
and
with it all done.
learning how the industry
works before I get into it.
“Elliot has learnt his craft
over the last three or four years
— it’s been amazing for me to
see him go from what he was,
to what he is now.”
Instead of hawking himself
around record labels, David has
opted for the DIY approach.
He’s funded the album Late
Night Viewing — which is being
billed as a mix tape — and is
giving it away for NOTHING.
The 22-year-old explained:
“I’ve always looked at my
career as a progression, I don’t
want to be a flash in the pan.

Major

The same thing with Yasmin, I
gave her the beat and told her
to do her thing. I couldn’t
believe how easy it was.”
With the ball now rolling on
his solo career, David knows
he’ll have to quit Example’s
band.He revealed: “I always
have my mind five months
ahead of where I am, I definitely want to put a band
together and tour.
“It will be very interesting to
see what happens over the next
few months, I don’t have the
time to tour right now as I’m
working with Elliot and that’s
my priority.

Honest

“But when I originally came
to Elliot three years ago, he
was aware of my intentions.
“I always said to him I want
to be a solo artist so that was
never a problem.
“I feel over the past few
years I’ve helped him on the
live side of things, and with my
album he’s really helped me.
“There was no sort of weird
vibes about me leaving, as he’s
always known the deal and has
been so supportive.
“With me and him, it’s a
younger/older brother vibe —
it’s very honest and he tells me
what he thinks. I couldn’t be in
a better position.”
Q Download Late Night Viewing
now at davidstewartmusic.co.uk
and catch David with Example at T
In The Park in July.

INDIE LADS HEADING FOR N.Y.
INDIE rockers The Chevin
haven’t even released their
album — but are already
conquering America.

vocals and an acoustic guitar, it shouldn’t
be overcomplicated.
“You should be able to sit on the end
of your bed with a guitar and for it to
sound good.
“When we work on our songs, they end
up sounding quite big and full but they
The lads — from Yorkshire market all begin with one vocal and an acoustic
town Otley — are booked to appear guitar.
“That’s how I learned, paying Oasis or
on David Letterman’s iconic Late
Nirvana like that, and they sounded great,
Show in New York.
Frontman Coyle Girelli said: “We’ve got a it’s a testament to the songwriting.
“So we make sure all our songs work
whole American campaign figured out
which is running at the same time as the like that before we go anywhere near a
recording studio.”
UK stuff.
Their album Border“We’re going on the
land is out in late
show in August, so the
August and its main
whole thing is billed
single Drive hits shops
around that — our manon May 28.
agement is American
NINA Nesbitt’s hard graft is
And it was all done
and they’ve got this
paying dividends.
BEFORE
and
dusted
whole vision for us in
The youngster, from Edingetting a record deal.
the States.
burgh — who is dating Ed
Coyle revealed: “It
“It’s the No1 show in
Sheeran — made her name
was
recorded
before
the US, it was just a
by
posting
all
over
the
net.
we
did anything, we
case of going in with
added
a
song
or
two
in
Her
debut
EP
The
Apple
our first single ChamJanuary and had it
Tree comes out on Monday.
pion — they played it
remastered.
Catch her at Glasgow’s
and the booker loved it,
“But it’s the album
King Tut’s on May 17. More
he opened his book and
we
had at the beginning
info at ninanesput us straight in. Easy.”
of
last year.
bittmusic.com

Melody

ONES 2 WATCH

SMOOTH operator David
Stewart is about to shock
his fans after serving an
eye-opening apprenticeship under the wing of
best pal Example.

CLUBBING

WHO: Craig Parker (guitar/
vocals), Bobby Garland
(bass),
Adam
Parker
(drums)
WHERE: Carnoustie, Angus
FOR FANS OF: Feeder,
Stereophonics and Twin
Atlantic
JIM SAYS: I saw Make
Sparks play a sold-out headline show at King Tut’s in
Glasgow the other week.
The four-band bill was a
great indication that there is
more to Scottish guitar
music than Biffy Clyro.
As, technically, the only
out of town band on the bill,
though Craig and Adam do
live in Glasgow, I did fear for
Make Sparks.
I need not have worried
— the Carnoustie boys
turned in a glorious performance. On the evidence of
the gig, their anthemic guitar pop is surely set for bigger stages. It’s great to see
all the hard work pay off.
They make ends meet in
their alter-ego as one of
Scotland’s leading covers
bands. Spinning out numbers by the likes of Kings Of
Leon and The Killers is one
thing, but their original
material is just as strong.
The hook-laden new
single Rewind is a gem, but
it’s one of many.
Craig and Bobby have
played together in bands for
some 11 years, first hooking

up while at school in
Carnoustie. Craig’s younger
brother Adam joined later.
They used to write him
sick notes for school so that
they could rehearse all day.
Veterans of events like
Wickerman, Wizard and T In
The Park, the boys even set
up their own event near
Montrose, featuring acts like
Sucioperro and The Xcerts.
Their music’s also taken
Make Sparks to the US, and
they claim to be the last
Scottish band to play the
legendary CBGB’s in New
York before it shut down.
Craig said: “There are lots
of long-term goals, but
short-term we’d like to
make a great first album,
keep touring, increase the
fanbase and keep travelling
further to play.
“Most importantly we
want to write great songs
that people can relate to.”
Make Sparks’ latest EP,
Part Of The Masquerade, is
out now. Rewind from the
EP is released as a single
on May 21. A new UK tour
currently being scheduled
with Bristol band Coasts.
Q Jim will feature Make
Sparks on In:Demand
Uncut — Sunday 7-10pm on
Clyde 1, Forth One, Northsound 1, Radio Borders,
Tay FM, West FM & West
Sound FM. The band will
also be playing an exclusive acoustic session on
the show on May 13. See
indemandscotland.co.uk.

REVOLUTION RECRUITS @
The Arches, Glasgow, tomorrow: DJ legend Carl Cox returns for
his first Glasgow set in two years.
A titan of the dance scene, Coxy,
pictured, has been a fixture on the
worldwide circuit for nearly three
decades with his exhuberant take
on techno, and he’s going stronger
than ever.
Support comes from Jon Rundell,
Jon Mancini, Giovanni Ferri in the
main arch, and there’s two more
rooms of top-drawer local talent.
THE BIG BEACH BALL @
Beach Ballroom, Aberdeen,
Sunday: This all-day mini-festival
looks cracking, with some heavyweight talent hitting the north-east.
There’s a DJ set from electroindie favourites Friendly Fires, as
well as Chicago house legend
Derrick Carter, US techno maverick
Heartthrob and Glasgow techno
veterans Slam, not to mention discoedit masters Tiger & Woods, UK
bass music man-of-the-moment
Oneman and many, many more.
See thebigbeachball.co.uk for the
full run-down.
NO STRINGS ATTACHED @
The Caves, Edinburgh,
tonight: Andrew Weatherall should
think about buying a house in
Scotland, considering how often
he seems to play here
these days.
The Brit dance hero is
bringing his Love From
Outer Space project —
with pal Sean Johnston
— to the capital, so
expect a four-hour masterclass in post-punk funk

Freedom

The band reckon they
“We purposely looked
are
making
strides
for a label that was
because they stand out
going to allow us to be
from the crowd — by
like that, we have quite
focusing on songwriting.
a lot of freedom.
And they are hacked
“We went to them
off by the attitude of
RETRO geezers China Rats
with the album, we
today’s crop of guitar
batter out cracking powergave it to them rather
groups.
pop.
than us being signed
Coyle, 26, fizzed: “BritTheir
tunes
have
a
proper
and then told what to
ish bands historically
make.”
catchy 50s vibe to them.
have always been the
The band are also
And
first
single
best when it comes to
gearing up for a brutal
N.O.M.O.N.E.Y is leading
melody, songwriting and
live schedule — which
things off perfectly — it’s
the craft of all that.
includes
supporting
doing big things right now.
“It’s the thing we do
Franz
Ferdinand and
Give it a listen at: www.
best, some of the greattheir own headline tour,
facebook.com/chinaest modern songwriters
which hits King Tut’s
are British, from The
rats
in Glasgow on May 22.
Beatles all the way up
They kicked it all off
to Noel Gallagher and
with a gig at John
Damon Albarn.
Lennon’s
old
flat
in
London
recently.
“For some reason our little island makes
Coyle admitted: “We did a showcase
great songwriters but for the last four
years, I don’t really know why, there’s not there and it was an amazing thing.
“We had a whole lot of people down to
been anyone else.
“There are lots of bands who sound like check us out — so it all really starts
a post-Arctic Monkeys thing without any from now.
“I’m happy with how it’s progressing, but
songs. Then you’ve got all this dance music
on Radio 1 but hopefully guitar bands can we want to keep the momentum going and
things
moving.”
do some songwriting and bring the craft
Q Pre-order the album and get tour tickets at
back, it’s long overdue.
“A good song should work with just the-chevin.com
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from one of the most consistently
brilliant spinners on the circuit.
MUSIKA, HEAVY GOSSIP &
ULTRAGROOVE @ Liquid
Room, Edinburgh, tomorrow:
Three of the capital’s best-loved
nights are teaming up for an epic
12-hour session.
There’s live sets from Tensnake,
Discopolis, Battle Of The Zoo and
Digital Jones, while DJs include Simian Mobile Disco, Craig Smith, Gareth Sommerville and loads more.
FIREBEATZ @ O’Couture,
Glasgow, tonight: Dutch duo
Firebeatz make their UK debut. With
remixes for Sean Paul and Bingo
Players under their belts, their profile has never been higher.
Q Email your news and listings to
tom.churchill@the-sun.co.uk
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